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EDITOR’S NOTE

WHAT MAKES A CLASSIC CAR?

Of course, the #10yearchallenge is the hottest trend on social media and
that begets a question which lead me to do a bit of hard searching. What
car will eventually become a classic? A look through the showroom today
and one will find plenty of great appliances - appliances that feature
traction control, turbocharging and plenty of computerized mumbo
jumbo that makes no sense to what might create a modern classic.
Here at REV, the question of “what everyday car has a good chance of
becoming a classic” is being asked almost everyday. Civic, Lancer, Impreza,
Swift, Golf, Scirocco are just some names that come up and enthusiasts
will fight over which is better, without a doubt. And most unfortunately,
these non-special edition appliances are still designed to be disposable or
recycled. That hasn’t stopped people from keeping their 90’s Corollas, or
even the more recent Civics as they cross the 10 year mark.
We are not considering exotic cars because - they’re just exotics. But
they’ll be around for years to come as they are mostly garage queens or
collector’s items. A very unique point that was brought up by a random
internet stranger:
“A car has to exist first before it can be considered a classic.”
Which is quite a honourable mention since I used to have a seventh
generation Civic which is mostly forgotten, buried under the pile of hate
from the Honda fans. The odd thing is, the car was a good car - reliable,
quite fun to drive and it shared some DNA from the Integra. However,
on the global scene - most owners were keen to get rid of it in favour

of a newer model - with only a few holding onto it because of it’s unlikely
potential - or just for memory’s sake.
In the wise question of Marie Kondo, “does it spark joy?” A lot of us will
look back on our old cars, and miss having it. The reasons may range from
“high COE prices”, to “parts were hard to find” or “it kept breaking down”. But
for many classic car survivors, prices were not an issue - nor were the parts.
Somewhere around the world is a buzzing community for a particular car,
hell, if Lada can pull it off - any trash car on the planet has a high potential of
becoming a classic if the owners bother to keep their cars going.
Many believe that a classic car has to have a certain element of
performance, star power, rarity, racing pedigree, history or innovation. It just
boils down to one simple fact - if it has a thriving community of owners for
many years, it is very likely to go on and become a classic. Don’t ask us which
cars will be a classic - we can’t even predict the winning Toto numbers.

Signing off,
Krado Low
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This Hyundai SUV
combines the best of fossil
fuel and electric power
It’s long been the major stumbling block with electric
vehicles: cutting down on emissions and pollution - the
raison d’etre for EVs - is a noble ideal to work towards,
but real-world drivers will never truly be at ease with
the issue of range anxiety and the lengthy amount of
time required to charge it up.
The question then, of what will power our cars in
future, is an open one. But on paper at least, one of
the most desirable solutions is hydrogen; it combines
the long range and quick refuelling times of internal
combustion engines with the cleanliness of electric
vehicles. The only reason this technology isn’t more
popular is the difficulty in extracting hydrogen to use
as a fuel source.
In any case, hydrogen is what powers the Hyundai
Nexo fuel cell vehicle (FCV), which Komoco Motors
brought to Singapore for a showcase at the Grand
Hyatt hotel recently.
Unfortunately, the car is not available in Singapore, but
it is on sale in limited markets, namely in South Korea,
Europe, and the United States.
Fuel cell technology may seem like a world away, but
it’s actually production-ready: Hyundai says it’s ready to
sell the Nexo in any location with a hydrogen fuelling
infrastructure in place.
The Nexo looks every bit a regular family SUV. It’s based
on a dedicated platform (Hyundai’s previous FCV was
based on the Tucson/ix35), which allows for a more

efficient use of space.
This means less compromises are required of weight,
performance, and cabin room in order to accomodate
the fuel cell, batteries and hydrogen tanks, although
the Nexo is still a large car; at 4,670mm long and
1,860mm wide, it’s only slightly smaller than the Santa
Fe, Hyundai’s seven-seat family SUV.
Under the bonnet sits a fuel cell stack which generates
electricity from hydrogen, which is then used to power
an electric motor. Outputs of 120kW (161hp) and
394Nm of torque give the 1.8-tonne Nexo a 0-100km/h
time of 9.5 seconds. Not amazing figures, but on par
with regular battery EVs, and more than sufficient for
everyday driving. Meanwhile, the three tanks at the
back can hold up to 156 litres of hydrogen (and can be
refilled in five minutes), which Hyundai estimates will
give a real-world range of about 600km, about 100km
more than even a Tesla Model S, and twice what the
Ioniq Electric can manage.
While the fuel cell technology is impressive, the lack
of a hydrogen network here means the Nexo will be of
little relevance to the average Singaporean car buyer.
But what will be of more interest are the tech features
the Nexo also showcases, which will probably trickle
down to Hyundai’s mainstream models.
First up is Blind-spot View Monitor, an extension of
current blind spot monitoring tech. When you signal
to change lane, the feed from either of two rear view
cameras mounted under the wing mirrors will pop up

on the driver’s instrument screen, allowing you to be
absolutely sure there’s nothing hiding in your blind
spot. A similar system is also available in the new Lexus
ES, albeit only in its home market
There’s also Remote Smart Parking Assist, which can
autonomously park a car (and exit the lot) whether
or not a driver is in the car, as well as Lane Following
Assist and Highway Driving Assist, which can 		
semi-autonomously drive itself down the road at up
to 150km/h.
It may seem a slightly peculiar choice for Hyundai to
go down the FCV route, considering it already has
the Ioniq EV and Hybrid, with an EV version of the
Kona shortly to follow. But the company has actually
been involved with fuel cell research since 1998, and
the ix35 FCV, launched in 2013, was actually the first
such vehicle to go on public sale (preceding efforts by
companies like Honda and Mercedes-Benz were only
offered on a lease basis). That said, the Nexo does face
a major competitor in the form of the Toyota Mirai,
which we drove last year in Japan.
Since nobody knows exactly how our cars will be
propelled in future (Fossil fuels? EV? Hydrogen? Or
different solutions for different applications?), this
multi-pronged strategy is all part of Hyundai’s plan to
hedge its bets, so that it will have something to offer
whatever wins out. To that end, the company says the
Nexo is the one that will spearhead Hyundai Motor
Group’s commitment to introduce 18 eco-friendly
models to global markets by 2025.
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have a usable option for the first time. The
local car-sharing firm recently announced
the expansion of its rental services to new
drivers, even if they’re under 23 years of
age or have held their Class 3/3A licence
for less than two years.

Tribecar launches
Singapore’s first
rental service for
new drivers

Win a dream
holiday as Cycle &
Carriage turns 120

Being a young driver in Singapore is
tough. In order for skills to improve, drivers
need to spend time behind the wheel, but
that’s easier said than done if access to the
family car is restricted since as a P-plater,
that’s likely to be the only car they’ll be
allowed to pilot.
Even renting a car is often not possible,
as reputable companies almost always
stipulate the renter having had their
licence for a minimum number of years.
With Tribecar now though, new drivers

Cycle & Carriage, better known as the
authorised distributor for Mercedes-Benz, Kia,
Mitsubishi and Citroen in Singapore, turns
120 this year. To commemorate the milestone,
the company is giving away 120 specially
curated trips to its customers in Singapore,
Malaysia, and Myanmar, to one of three exotic
destinations: Mongolia, Nepal, or South Korea.
To qualify for the competition, customers
have to either purchase a new car, or spend
on Cycle & Carriage’s aftersales services within the qualifying period of 10 Jan to 30
Nov 2019. In Singapore, each car purchase
entitles the customer to 120 lucky draw
chances, while every $200 spent on aftersales
services is worth one chance, up to a
maximum of 120 chances.

“Our vision is to make vehicle rental
accessible, affordable and safer for
everyone in Singapore. said Adrian Lee, Cofounder of Tribecar. “As the first car-sharing
operator that caters to new drivers, we
hope to bridge the gap by giving them the
opportunity to utilise their newly minted
licenses at affordable rates.”
New drivers will be fully insured on common
car models like the Mazda 3, Toyota Corolla,
and Mitsubishi Lancer, and have the option
of renting them on an hourly basis too. That
said, rental rates for these drivers will be
higher, to reflect the heightened risk that
comes with inexperience.
Tribecar vehicles are available to rent from
more than 270 locations islandwide, with
rates starting from as little as $2 per hour
(before GST).

This ties in with Cycle & Carriage’s new brand
promise of “Exceptional Journeys”, where
the company aims to make an exceptional
journey of everyone’s interaction with it, be
they a customer, employee, partner, or the
community.
Haslam Preeston, Regional Managing Director,
Jardine Cycle & Carriage (Cycle & Carriage’s
parent company) said, “Today, it is not enough
to simply have great products and services.
We believe we need to find a meaningful
connection with people and our customers,
and create experiences that inspires and
resonates with them.”
For more information on the competition, visit
www.cyclecarriage.com/120.

Jaguar I-Pace

@ the 2019
Singapore Motorshow
SINGAPORE’S

biggest car event of the year was held once again at Suntec City Convention Centre, and this year attracted 56,000
visitors over its four days, more than the previous year. Overall, of the 140 vehicles packed into the exhibition halls, 26
cars were being launched or showcased. Here are five of Rev’s favourites:

Alpine A110
For many enthusiasts, the star among the more than
two dozen cars launched at the show in 2019 would
certainly be this, the Alpine A110.
Marking the revival of the Renault-owned sports and
racing car company (which clinched the first ever World
Rally Championship in 1973, and the Le Mans 24h win
in 1978), the modern A110 is a lightweight, focused
Porsche Cayman competitor.
And when we say light, we mean really light. A
final kerbweight of under 1100kg is the result of a
comprehensive weight-saving regime, which includes
all-aluminium construction and numerous other
individual measures that border on the obsessive.
With so little mass to move around, the A110 doesn’t
need a lot of power; motion is provided by a 1.8-litre
four-cylinder, the differently-tuned version of the same
engine as in the Megane RS. Despite only having 252hp
and 320Nm of torque (a Cayman has 295 and 380Nm),
the A110 will still beat its German rival in a sprint,
hitting 100km/h in 4.5 seconds, 0.2 seconds faster than
the Porsche.

BMW 3 Series
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While affordable EVs are still rather expensive, the luxury
SUV EV segment is hotting up and there will be three luxury,
electrically-powered SUVs on sale here in 2019. The first is
already here, the Tesla Model X, available as a parallel import
from Hong Seh Motors, from $528k with COE. There will also
be the Audi E-Tron later this year, but the Motorshow saw
Jaguar come in first with its i-Pace BEV SUV.
Your first thought might be, what does Jaguar know
about electrifying things? But we’ve tested the i-Pace and
found it rather convincing, thanks to a marathon 480km
battery range, ultra-torquey driving experience and
rapid 0-100km/h acceleration of just 4.8 seconds. Some
Singaporean buyers agree with us too – dealer Wearnes
Automotive says the car has already found ‘a handful’ of
buyers so far.
The HSE variant is $346,999 with COE, with the higher
spec First Edition going for $369,999 with COE.

Toyota Camry
Anyone who’s ever thought of a Camry as an uncle’s car
can be proven wrong at the motorshow, where the latest
model is making its Singapore debut. It’s far sportier
than before, and switching it to the Toyota New Global
Architecture platform has allowed engineers to make it
lower, with sleeker proportions.
It’s also bigger; Toyota lengthened the wheelbase by 5cm
to create an enormous cabin, particularly in the back.
Uncles, that is, buyers can choose from two versions:
a 2.0 model priced at S$141,988 with COE with a
carryover engine, and a Camry 2.5 (S$149,988 with COE)
with a highly efficient new engine and an eight-speed
transmission. The latter comes with Toyota Safety Sense,
the brand’s suite of useful driver aids.
Borneo Motors managing director Jasmmine Wong told
us the Camry has a loyal following, so much so that some
buyers are willing to get a new one without even seeing it
first. Boy, are they in for a surprise…

BMW’s most popular model is back at the forefront again.
This time, the seventh-generation ‘G20’ 3 Series is bigger
(+76mm to length, +41mm to wheelbase, +16mm to
width for the 330i shown above) and lighter (-25kg for the
same 330i) for more performance and economy.
Judging from the rush to the BMW stand when the show
opened to the public on Thursday afternoon, the preview
at the Singapore Motorshow 2019 shows the 3 Series
hasn’t lost its appeal in Singapore in a crossover-mad era.
Premiering in the car are two new clunkily-named
but very useful functions; BMW Intelligent Personal
Assistant (Siri in the car, if you will) and the optional
Driving Assistant Professional (hands-off autonomous
driving at speeds below 60km/h, but is sadly not an
option in Singapore). Both aren’t crucial, but are certainly
intriguing, value-adding features for the tech-inclined
(there’ll be more time for you to fiddle with your phone
with Apple CarPlay integration at least).
The 2.0-litre turbocharged 258hp 330i is the first gasoline
variant in the lineup and will be expected on Singapore
roads in Q2 2019. The 374hp M340i performance model
and 330e plug-in hybrid will follow globally in July, with a
late 2019 or early 2020 Singapore debut. The 320i is also
confirmed but no official launch date has been set.

Toyota RAV4
The car that kick-started the whole crossover genre is
back and now bolder than ever. Out go the curves and in
come the geometric lines for the new Toyota RAV4, now
in its fifth generation.
Built on the TNGA-K (Toyota New Global Architecture)
platform, just like the new Camry and Lexus ES, the RAV4
is overall a slightly smaller vehicle than before, although
the wheelbase has been stretched 30mm for more room.
There’s only one version locally, with the same 2.0-litre as
in the Lexus UX, as well as the Direct Shift CVT gearbox.
It costs just a hair under $120k, which is really impressive
considering its size.
Apart from its practicality (580-litres of boot space) and
looks, the RAV4 should also find favour with buyers
on the safety front. Seven airbags is good but nothing
groundbreaking, although Toyota Safety Sense is more
impressive. TSS is an active safety package with systems
not normally found at this price range, including precollision system (warning you of an imminent crash and
hitting the brakes if you don’t react), radar cruise control
and lane departure warning/lane keep assist.
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THE INDUSTRY
FELLOWSHIP NIGHT

Singapore Motor Workshop
Association throws a party
TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS PETER LEE

T

he Singapore Motor Workshop Association is all about promoting
camaraderie among members of the automobile industry in
Singapore. More than that, the association also
studies the trade with a view to promotion of the business to a higher and
professional level.
Over the years, SMWA has also participated in Charities and other forms of
welfarism, as well as make representation to the authorities on behalf of
the Association should the
situation arise, plus mediating and resolving trade-related issues.
Since 1972, SMWA has been actively Just a year ago, SMWA helped to
lobby the removal of the warranty restrictions on new cars. Other SMWA
activities included helping to ease the labour crunch with an accreditation
system with ITE for technicians with experience.
The SMWA Fellowship Night 2018 was a massive gathering for all the
motor repair workshops owners and personnel to meet, know each other
and build relationships. With good food, drinks and vibes, the conducive
environment allowed the attendees to easily mingle with others.
Over one hundred attended the event. Such events help in recognizing,
creating, and deciding on the course of action on business opportunities.
Armed with this new Information and potential partners for ventures, no
one was left high and dry as the event went into the night, along with
plenty of refreshments, songs and dance!
For more information on the Singapore Motor Workshop Association,
please visit www.smwa.org.sg.

FEATURE CAR

Group
A Star

Revisiting a familiar friend
TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS PETER LEE

E

veryone makes predictions. People predicted
Bitcoin will hit $100k in 2018. Mayans predicted
the world would have had ended in 2012. And we
predicted that the last Evo III in Singapore will never
be up for sale. However, we are right in predicting that
it will rain after we finish furiously washing our cars...

If you are into the classic car scene in Singapore, it’s
almost amazing to how everyone in the community
seems to know where the car is, or has been. Chatting
with the current owner of this steed, it turns out that
this car was the garage queen and the plate mule for
the many previous owners.

Here in REV Magazine, we believe that car culture has
more forms that we dare to count. In Singapore at
least, there is a very distinct divide in the car-loving
community. In one camp, are those who want to drive
the latest, tech-packed powerhouse, and in the other,
are the people who desire for a piece of history and
keeping it alive with hours of blood, sweat and tears.

Despite the many attempts to be made popular
in films, anime, anime-to-live-action films as well
as motorsports, remains as the underappreciated
Evolution of the performance car enthusiast
community, until it caught the eye of a man who loves
every Evolution equally.

The Evo III bore witness to the birth of the internet and
the decline of the popularity of car ownership. The car
was not simply a metal can on four wheels, for many, it
represented the dream and the freedom to travel in a
world where time, speed and distance didn’t matter.
But if time, speed and distance did matter, this car
was built to meet the requirements of motorsports.
Following the Group A regulation introduced by the
FIA in 1982, manufacturers had to build a certain
number of road-going models of the cars they were
entering in competition, and you can thank that
regulation for spurring other 90’s greats such as the
Toyota Celica GT-Four and Subaru Impreza WRX.

The Lancer Evolution III was not a groundbreaker,
but the final evolution of the CE9A chassis before
the transition to the CN9A chassis with the Lancer
Evolution IV. Aero modifications were made to improve
the air supply and reduce lift at high(er) speeds.
Compared to the previous generations of Evos, the
4G93 had a higher compression ratio and a 16G
turbocharger. Also, thanks to Tommi Makinen, the
Finnish rally driver, the Lancer Evolution name will
go on to be cemented into the the minds of car
enthusiasts everywhere.
On the Evo scale of one to ten, this may well be an
eleven. It may only be a short four years since we’ve

last met, but there was a whole lot that went into
bringing the car back to a roadworthy condition.
Gutted and rebuilt from the ground up, this 20 year
old engine no longer throws as much tantrums as a
similarly aged teenager. It’s really beyond belief that
this car, despite disappearing from the scene for
several years, is back on the road almost on a daily
basis - you definitely won’t miss the sight of this
rally legend.
It has always been white, but now it wears the livery
that propelled it to cult status. For an Evolution purist
point of view, the 1996 International Swedish Rally
livery was chosen as it was the first time the #M5
MRE Evo III blasted into the top spot on podium, at
the helm of Tommi Mäkinen and Seppo Harjanne.
They would go on to win four more events in the
nine-round series to give Makinen the first of his four
successive titles - but there is a saying, you never
forget your first love. In this case, first victory perhaps.
We wrongly predicted that the one and only Lancer
Evolution III in Singapore won’t be up for sale any
time soon, but the journey that the car has taken
has brought us to close to the different aspects of
Singapore’s car culture. There is no denying that later
Evolutions are faster and more sought-after, but for
the hardcore, heed the little voice that whispers “I
want an Evo III”...
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...ON THE EVO SCALE OF ONE TO TEN,
THIS MAY WELL BE AN ELEVEN...

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution III
Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling

5

5

5
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UNDERCARRIAGE
Yokohama Advan RG 1
INTERIOR
1996 International Swedish Rally Livery

YOU WANT YOUR CAR TO
SOUND MORE AGGRESSIVE
POWERFUL LIKE A V8
AND POWERFUL
ENGINE!
ENGINE?
NOW YOU CAN.
PLAY.
JUST PLUG IN AND PL
AY.
WITH MULTIPLE SOUND
PROFILES CAN BE CUSTOMIZED
TO YOUR DESIRE WITH A
CONVINIENT MOBILE
CONVENIENT
MOBILE APP.
APP.

CETE
AUTOMOTIVE

SYNERGY@KB, 25 KAKI BUKIT ROAD 4 , SINGAPORE 417800
TEL: +65 8783 3008 WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/CETESG

MODIfIcatIons
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Go faster, stop quicker, turn better & enjoy improved performance with these products!

1.

2.

FujiAce Disc Rotor
Sports Series

Slotted grooves improve the bite and reduce stopping
distance, while drilled holes release heat and reduce
pressure stress on the plate. With an E-coated black
finish, it will remain good looking for years to come.
Car specific models are designed to be a direct
replacement to fit existing calipers and pads
without modifications. It comes cross grinded
to improve the bedding process, providing a
quieter and more stable stopping power!

A full featured standalone engine management system
that connects easily to the factory Engine Control
Unit as a “piggy-back” fuel and timing controller. As
modifications to a vehicle are made, the need for
fuel and timing adjustments becomes critical for
performance and safety. With up to 4 selectable trim
maps for different fuel octane ratings, the F-CON V Pro
with its 32x32 resolution for both fuel and timing maps
is the optimal solution. F-Con V Pro can accommodate
inputs from both map sensors and air flow meters.

Pro-Jex V2D - 8668 7676

Fong Kim Exhaust System Pte Ltd - 6844 4281

3.

Tanabe Sustec
Pro S-0C

Sustec PRO S-0C is for those who desire both
high performance and maximum comfort from
a suspension system. The short stroke, shortened
case dampener allows it to deliver superior
handling without sacrificing strength or ride
comfort. Unique double-cylinder design allows for
full suspension stroke within the shortened shock
body while low-pressure gasses ensure smooth
rebound characteristics for additional ride comfort.
Jeep Chee Trading Pte Ltd 6745 4700

5.

4.

Unitronic Direct
Fit Intercooler

This front mounted intercooler upgrade for
the 2.0L TFSI/TSI is a direct OEM replacement
kit with the ability to support 600HP and more.
Featuring a 23.5” x 2” x 16.5” bar and plate
intercooler core made from T5052 aluminum,
T6061 cast aluminum end tanks, proprietary
internal fin and louver configuration, and a TIG
welded construction, this upgrade will resist
heat-soak and provide optimal and efficient
cooling in any driving conditions.
NeuDinamix - 6646 2634

6.

“GT III Turbine” is a new generation of turbo
combining the latest design MHI high performance
CHRA with HKS original housings designed from the
long term know-how HKS has accumulated over
many years. GTIII Turbine minimizes surging making
it an easy to use unit with flexibility of setup.

7.

Dunlop SP Sport
Maxx 050+

Designed for excellent performance on dry
and wet roads and stability at high speeds,
this is a premium tyre that brings you a
superior riding comfort and is an idea for high
performance cars and compact SUVs. The highperformance tread design supports maximum
handling and performance in warm, dry
conditions. A Hybrid Kevlar Nylon Band helps
maintain the tyre’s structure in order to balance
high-speed performance, comfort and noise.

HKS GT III Turbine

Fong Mui Garage R - 6453 9136

HKS F-CON V Pro

Binter & Co. Pte Ltd - 6345 7611

TSW
Nurburgring

The Nurburgring is manufactured using a highly
advanced production technique called Rotary
Forging. The rim of the wheels is forged at high
pressure while the wheel is spun at high speed.
This alters the molecular structure and enhances
the strength of the alloy. The benefit is a much
lighter weight than a regular cast wheel. Most
importantly, the weight saving is in the outer rim
of the wheel which dramatically reduces rotational
mass and enhances vehicle performance.
Pitstop Tyres Pte Ltd – 6254 5575

8.

Hel Stainless Steel
Braided Brake Hose

This recycles the waste oil gas to
avoid reburing, decreasing carbon
accumulation and promote the
responsiveness of the ignition system.
This protects the environment and
is recommended for cars with direct
injection. The base is dismantable and has
no filter inside, making it easy to clean.
Garage Republic Pte Ltd - 6702 3887

HARMONY MOTOR (AMK & JURONG) PTE LTD

THE KOREAN CAR SPECIALIST

UPGRADE FOR SAFETYHYUNDAI & KIA ECU
PREVENTIVE UPGRADE
PROGRAMME

• Prevent highly likely breakdown of cars due to ECU failure •
• Especially for Hyundai Avante, i30, KIA Cerato Forte, Koup and Soul •
• 5 years warranty after Upgrade •
• $380 for a preventive upgrade and save $600 over a full replacement •

CONTACT US FOR ENQUIRIES!
Harmony Motor (Jurong) Pte Ltd
38 Toh Guan Road East,
#01-53 Enterprise Hub, S608581
T: 65830001 | F: 62688668 | E: jurong@harmony.com.sg
Hours: Mon-Fri: 9am - 6pm Sat: 9am - 5pm
FB: www.facebook.com/harmonyjurong

Harmony Motor (AMK) Pte Ltd
Blk 10, Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 2A,
#02-12, AMK AutoPoint, S568047
T: 64822444 | F: 64822224 | E: amk@harmony.com.sg
Hours: Mon-Fri: 9am - 6pm Sat: 9am - 5pm
FB: www.facebook.com/harmonymotor

GADGETS & GIZMOS
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Pamper your ride with the latest parts in the market

1.

Multi-Function
Dashboard

Clear the dashboard clutter with an all-in-one
display Featuring an OLED screen, it can display
4 types of displays. Built-in sensors include:
Boost, Oil Pressure, Tachometer, Speedometer,
Odometer, Exhaust temperature, Coolant
temperature, Air/fuel ratio and Oil temperature.
ACMA Engineering Works & Trading
Pte Ltd - 6710 7654

3.

EGR Headlight
Guard

Add a tough shield to protect the headlights
against damages caused by impact, reducing
the chances of headlight
replacements. Available in
Clear and 3D Carbon Fibre
look, these also prevent
headlights from turning cloudy
by UV degradation. No drilling
required for installation.

2.

TireCare Revive
Car Sealant

Fix punctures permanently, up to 10 mm
punctures. This is Tire pressure monitoring
system (TPMS), Rim and Tire friendly with a
non-corrosive formula, and does not dry up
inside your tyres. Long shelf life of 5 years,
and fixes punctured tyres in less than 10
minutes. It can be washed off with water and
will not leave any permanent stain or residue.
TireCare Singapore Pte. Ltd - tirecare.sg

4.

HydroJet
Portable Car
Washer

Powered by built-in rechargeable battery for
up to 50 minutes of wash time, the all-in-one
washer is convenient for vehicle and household
cleaning, without the need to connect to water
tap and power outlet. Perfect for anyone who
doesn’t have an accessible power outlet, doesn’t
have a convenient hose access with its 35L tank.
HydroJET - www.hydrojet-sg.com

Eclipse Auto Pte Ltd 6844 2814

5.

GAT AirCon
Cleaner

Designed for professional and
efficient cleaning and disinfection
of air-conditioning systems. Kills
microorganisms such as bacterias and
fungi quickly and safely. Provides clean
and fresh air. Gives a pleasant and fresh
odour in the vehicle interior. Simple
application does not require dismantling
of the air-conditioning system.

6.

P21S Wheel
Cleaner
Power Gel

Able to remove the most stubborn
grime, such as extreme brake wear debris
resulting from a sporting driving style,
it is extremely quick to apply and quick
action (only 3-5 minutes soaking time!)
and absolutely acid-free. Will not attack
the material, so it is safe for all wheels.
Wize Electronics Pte Ltd – 6659 2248

K-Tech Auto Solution Pte Ltd 6264 3832

7.

Brica Stretch To
Fit Auto Shade

Keep things comfy when you’re
out and about with this stretchy
sunshade that nearly doubles in
size to fit the shape of your car’s
window. The new Push-Lock
suction cups keep the shade
securely in place and the OptiView mesh fabric shades your
baby from irritating glare without
blocking your view..
Infantino Enterprise Pte Ltd www.infantino.com.sg

8.

Oxford M610
Muc-Off Fabric
Protector

Once sprayed onto the surface of the garment
you want to protect, Fabric Protect guards
against fluids like water, tomato ketchup,
honey, ice cream syrup, egg, oil and grime.
Colourless when dry, naturally air curing, it adds
hydrophobic water repellency with oil and stain
protection. Safe on fabrics, including leather,
suede, cotton, polyester and breathable fabrics!
Hodaka Motoworld Pte Ltd www.motoworld.com.sg
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FIFTH ELEMENT

TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS PETER LEE

T

he 90’s is Japan’s golden era for cars. It made cars
that were affordable, reliable, and thus, immensely
popular cars throughout the 1990s, Japan also
became the largest car producing nation in the world
in 2000.
We could fire off a long list of cars from that era that
became iconic cars - most of which we’ve extensively
searched for and featured. Perhaps, there is one car
from the 90’s that, despite the market segment it was
originally meant for, is a living legend by defining new
standards of design and aerodynamics. The fifthgeneration Civic, known as the Civic EG.

from the very moment it roared its presence in the
normally quiet neighbourhood - no wonder it has the
local rep of being the Beng Mobile too...
But unlike the hordes of Beng Mobiles which feature
nothing more than a fancy body kit, DOHC stickers on
a SOHC car, horribly lowered suspension and illegally
operated exhausts, the performance purist version of
the EG is updated with parts from later models, such
as the Integra. Here we find a whole slew of chassis
components from the track-special Type Rs giving a
new lease of life and a much higher performance limit.

For a memory refresh, Honda was still partially involved
in Formula 1. Then, came about the street racing, as
soon as people realized that the super-light Civic had
power-to-weight ratio that embaresses supercars. It
became a fixture in the Kanjozoku and as well as the
Japanese Touring Car Championship.

Good looks only get you so far, especially in a
performance oriented Honda. Under all the fancy
superlight carbon fibre body panels, lay the beating
heart of a finely tuned VTEC plant, aided by a whole
assortment of intake and exhaust mods. It’s important
for such a fine car to have all the aging hoses replaced
by with aftermarket options, plus a uprated radiator
to handle track duties - yes, this whip is still actively
driven on track days, a testament to the engineering
which went into creating this unlikely masterpiece.

Today, as the Civic EG becomes rarer by the day, it’s
quickly becoming a car that people are seeking to
preserve worldwide. Not for this particular EG though,

A strengthened final drive ratio of 4.7 allows for quicker
acceleration, at the expense of some top speed,
something which doesn’t bother the owner has he

loves his fast and tight circuits instead of drag-strips.
To make a light car even faster, plenty of go-slow
bits have to come out - including almost every bit of
interior trim was removed, save for the bare essentials
like “a carbon fibre dashboard from an Integra”. This
pure old-school tuner approach has been the way since
the 90’s. Interior dome lights add weight and cable
mess. Remove and use a torch light - problem solved.
Function over Form.
For a long time this car seemed to be an unfinished
rolling project, with mismatched body panel paint
as well as slightly out of alignment pieces that will
trigger the most OCD of Honda enthusiasts out
there. However, in a world where the EG numbers are
dwindling, keeping it stock is almost a futile effort,
since it’s the aftermarket industry keeps such cars
going on even after 20 years.

Honda Civic VTI 3M
Engine

It’s just a shame that when the Japanese economic
bubble burst in the 90’s as well. The Civic became
bigger, heavier and slower, until they did a comeback
with the eight generation. This made many enthusiasts
lose interest in the Civic, forcing many chose to remain
faithful to the older generations - which helped the EG
to survive to this day!

9

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

A Living Legend

Aerodynamics

8

Cockpit
Dressup

8

Uniqueness

ASR Subframe reinforcement brace
Beaks Subframe lower tie bar
Electric power steering on/off(track use)

9

ENGINE
Blitz Air filter
Skunk2 pro series (Black) intake manifold
Mfactory 4.7 final drive
Mfactory Oil catch tank
Mishimoto radiator
Samco coolant hose kit
Invidia catback exhaust system
Hondata S300
Spoon sport plug cables
Type R clutch
UNDERCARRIAGE
TEIN HA coilover F14 R12
AP Racing CP3307
Eg6 anti roll bar
Ultra racing front strut bar
Ultra racing rear strut bar
J’s racing roll centre adjuster
DC2R undercarriage

Handling

9

INTERIOR
Carbon Fibre DC5R dashboard
Carbon Fibre gear console
Long gearknob
Spoon steering
DC2R cluster
Defi ZD
AEM AFR Gauge
Mugen foot pedals
Bride Samurai limited edition semi
bucket seat(driver)
Recaro SR3 semi bucket seat(passenger)
DB8 rear seats
EXTERIOR
Volk racing te37 15x7 5x114.3(front)
Rota gt3 15x7 5x114.3(rear)
Varis Carbon Fibre bonnet
Spoon lip
Carbon Fibre roof
Spoon Carbon Fibre spoiler
Carbon Fibre tailboard
Spoon Carbon Fibre side mirror
Chargespeed wide fenders
Lambo yellow with pearl by Lynston spray works
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A CUPPA

JAVA

Cars & Kopi, with
a hint of petrol
TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

T

he car meet at Dempsey, a.k.a “Cars & Kopi” is an informal event where
like-minded car lovers come together to have breakfast and mingle.

Dubbed “Winter 2018”, this Singaporean twist on the Cars & Coffee meet
concept from the USA, where enthusiasts gather on the weekend at the
crack of dawn to “chope” the best parking spots for their pride and joy and
talk cars with other like-minded individual.
This edition was held on 30 December, a quiet Sunday for most
Singaporeans as most of the islanders were gearing up for the New Year
celebrations around the corner.
It however was great to meet up with plenty of owners and cars, many
of which we have extensively featured on REV Magazine and will be
featuring in future issues!
This edition featured a strong showing of Japanese cars along the
regular German classics lineup - plus a showing of Italian and English
classics and supercars.
Without a doubt, this is a strong showing that Singapore’s car enthusiast
culture is still going as strong as ever! Looking forward to the next!

FEATURE CAR
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...A SMOOTH RIDE
BE DAMNED...

TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS PETER LEE

I

t’s odd how many people still think that the Subaru
Impreza WRX is Subaru’s first foray into rallying.
Like the Lancer Evolution, it is not. The Leone (also
called the RX) and Legacy were the runner ups to the
rally champ - and even then, the Japanese Rally Wars
fought with the then Mitsubishi rally weapons, the
Colt Lancer and the Galant. And, let’s not forget the
Toyota Celica GT-Four.
The *ahem* Prodrive-built 555 is Subaru’s most
iconic World Rally Championship car, piloted by
another legend: Colin McRae. The first generation
Imprezas established itself as a performance car and
to the non-Subaru crowd: A lot of special editions,
with the 22B just being one of them. Of course,
before you dare to call yourself a Subaru Impreza
fanatic, you need to come to terms with the WRX
Type R, Type RA, STI, and all the different versions,
from I all the way to VI.
If you still are trying to comprehend what’s going on,
this white steed is the first generation Impreza WRX,
widely considered as the “classic Impreza” - the GC. A
very noteworthy point, falling in love with Subaru’s
frameless windows is another love factor for this car’s
current owner, who is also the only owner.

The Impreza WRX Sensei continued to fill us in with the
current state of the GC Imprezas in Singapore - even
though he has worked on many newer, faster and more
powerful cars. It’s the classic WRX which had his heart
beating the fastest.
To him, the lightweight body helps in keeping the
EJ207 plant spinning happily, and the low weight also
meant that less had to be done to improve the car’s
handling - with the exception of bigger brakes and
Hardrace spherical bearing bushes. A smooth ride
be damned, a taught suspension with a direct feel is
definitely a purist’s wet dream.
A lighter body also means lightning-fast pullaways,
but the ultimate party trick is the diminutive SM4 ECU.
While many will prefer the power of the EJ25 of the
later WRXes, the EJ207 in this GC is lighter, and it could
be tuned to produce as much power as the EJ25. a nod
to the overbuilt nature of the EJ207.
The SM4 could be programmed with anti lag and
launch control - a feat only possible to be accurately
tuned by the greatest minds in the engine tuning
industry. Last but not least, he had left his suspension
completely unchanged from the factory setup… yes,
you heard us right.
With a open pod air intake for the audible whoosh,

much of the time spent in the engine bay was mostly
preventive maintenance. Notably, hoses as well as the
wiring had to be completely stripped out and rewired
for neatness.

Subaru Impreza WRX STI
Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling
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7

8

11

7

Most importantly, as a tuner, he understands the
relationship between fuel and air and how they come
together for a big bang - thus, he reworked the entire
fuel delivery system with new hoses and delivery rails
to deliver consistent flow to all four chambers.
Sometimes it’s hard to gauge a car’s age by it’s looks,
but we managed to somehow date it once we opened
the door. Once you gloss past the rows of gauges, the
classic dashboard from the original Version I WRX is
right there, devoid of all the extra storage spaces of the
Forester dashboard which was only introduced in the
final years of production…
For a man with such wealth of information stored
in his giant head databank - you might think
that he’s just another car fanatic who goes to the
extent of washing his engine bay. But stuff like
adding an Nismo accessory in his car is just proof
that he has a fun side, ready to enjoy the rush
when the need arises.
Humiliated, but thoroughly and humbly educated we
were indeed.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

An experiment gone right

ENGINE
EJ207 ver 6 STi engine
STi 6 Speed Transmission
Autronic SM4 Fully Programmable ECU with Anti Lag
& Launch Control
Perrin Turbo Inlet Hose
Samco Hoses
Perrin Fuel Rail
Perrin Pyroshield
Perrin Oil Cooler
UNDERCARRIAGE
AP Racing Brake Calipers
Hardrace Spherical Bearing
INTERIOR
Defi Gauges
Zeitronix A/F Gauge
Pivot Shift Lamp
Sparco Pedals
Nismo Gearknob

SOUND UNLEASHED.
Upsize your sound with Pioneer’s latest A-Series speakers, subwoofer and smartphone enabled processor. Pioneer’s
Universal Sound Processor and Sound Tune app incorporate a more enhanced, customisable sound performance for
your car. Experience a sound that will blow you away. Feel the power. FEEL THE DETAILS.
www.pioneercarsound.com

facebook.com/PioneerCarEntertainment

Pioneer Sound Tune App available for iOS and Android

PIONEER ELECTRONICS ASIACENTRE PTE. LTD. 2 Jalan Kilang Barat, #07-01 Singapore 159346 Tel: +65 6378 7777
Do not use your Pioneer system if doing so will divert your attention in any way from the safe operation of your vehicle. Always observe safe driving rules. In some countries, certain operations of devices while driving may be illegal. Where such regulations apply, they must be obeyed. Pioneer Multimedia Receivers are compatible with selected Android and iPhone smartphones only. Compatibility
with Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, AppRadio Mode +, AppRadioLIVE and third-party applications varies by the iPhone/ Android models and their software versions. Android Auto may not be available on all devices and is not available in all countries or regions. Bluetooth® functionality requires a compatible Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone. AppRadio LIVE requires a Pioneer AppRadio Mode
compatible in-dash receiver. Specific models vary by region. Certain Bluetooth features may not be supported by all compatible Bluetooth-enabled devices, and/or the functionality of such features may be limited in certain devices or by certain wireless carriers. Pioneer does not guarantee compatibility with all USB mass storage devices and assumes no responsibilities for any loss of data on
media players, smartphones, or other devices while using the receiver. FLAC Codec support are for the files stored in USB thumb drive. Playback capability for various content may change. The maximum playback resolution is 840 x 480 varied by model. Selected compatible codec* with USB devices are not compatible with Full HD playback. Require accessories and cables sold separately. Products
shown are for illustration only. Actual product/s may vary. All product information is correct at time of publishing. For details, please check with your local authorised dealer.

www.pioneer-carglobal.com/avh/en/z/
www.pioneer.com.sg

AppRadioLIVE, AppRadio, PIONEER and MIXTRAX are registered trademarks of Pioneer Corporation. Apple, iPod, iPhone, CarPlay and the CarPlay logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android, Android
Auto, and other marks are trademarks of Google Inc. The Android robot is reproduced or modified from work created and shared by Google and used according to terms described in the Creative Commons 3.0 Attribution License.
BLUETOOTH is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. SPOTIFY and the Spotify logo are among the registered trademarks of Spotify AB. Compatible mobile digital devices and premium subscription required,
where available, see http://www.spotify.com. Waze is a registered trademark of Google Inc. All other brands, product names, or logos may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

Authorised Dealers

North

AutoTrend Enterprise
Choon Chong Auto Co.
Chuan Sing Auto Accessories
Express Motion Pte Ltd
JL Sim Lim Auto A/C Accessories
Knight Auto Accessories
Nam Huat Auto Accessories
RST Auto Accessories
TS Auto Accessories & Trading

Tel: 6253 3333
Tel: 6459 8068
Tel: 6280 2822 / 6459 1811
Tel: 6453 4522
Tel: 6282 6180
Tel: 6754 3616
Tel: 6454 2262
Tel: 6456 5108
Tel: 6851 6090 / 6339 3721

West

Autobacs Venture (S) Pte Ltd
Hai Wee Enterprise
Nam Huat Auto Accessories

Tel: 6749 5600
Tel: 6566 5983
Tel: 6566 2080 / 6316 3373

East

Autobacs Venture (S) Pte Ltd
Chop Yong Moh
Foon Audio Garage
King's Way Sound Garage
Leader Automobile Workshop
New Concord Auto Parts Trading Co.
New Generation Auto Sound Enterprise
Sin Hoe Whatt Auto Accessories
Xtremez Audio Accessories Pte Ltd

Tel: 6749 5600
Tel: 6344 1854
Tel: 6841 2773
Tel: 6748 9993 / 6749 9993
Tel: 66358338
Tel: 6742 8769
Tel: 6348 6220
Tel: 6288 7580
Tel: 6841 6882

Central

Singtrade Marketing & Services Pte Ltd
Xtremez Audio Accessories Pte Ltd

Tel: 6354 2853
Tel: 6276 8826
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Urive HIT - $448
- Front & Rear HD (1080x720)
- 3.5 inch touch screen LCD with PIP
- Parking Mode function
- 30 fps with PIP

Albatross IV
Urive Albatross IV - $698
- Front & Rear Full HD
- 4 inch touch screen LCD with PIP
- Parking Mode function
- 30 fps with PIP
- LDWS & FCWS Function

Urive A5 - $358
- Front HD - Rear VGA
- Parking Mode function
- 3.5” Touch Screen
- 30 fps with PIP

Like us on Facebook @ Urive Singapore!
Website: www.urive.co.kr
Email: urivesg@gmail.com
Contact: 8668-7700
Address: 65 Ubi Road 1 #02-78
Oxley Bizhub S(408729)

All prices quoted are before installation & GST if applicable.
Register Your Urive Blackbox Warranty at www.aimnet.com.sg
Warranty is valid when installed by Authorized dealers.
Optional GPS is available for all models
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SPLIT PERSONALITIES

JBL introduced at CES 2019 a new 8 inch “clamshell” subwoofer that splits
in half for easiermounting in a trunk or saddlebag. When separated, the
subwoofers can be operatedindependently. Called the Fuse, the system
includes two thin 8-inch subwoofers and two 8-inch passive “racetrack
radiators.” Each subwoofer “half” handles 300 watts at a 4 ohm load.
Harman claims the Fuse is 7 dB louder than one of its best-selling
subwoofers. As twoseparate subwoofers, the Fuse can easily fit under

LIKE
A
BOSE

seats, under packing shelves or in saddlebags. The Fuse is due to ship
this summer at USD$279 (approximately SGD$380).
Also new from JBL parent Harman is an Infinity gauge radio for marine
use that lets youcontrol from the radio the speakers’ back lighting. It
has four- zone control, and a rearcamera to view a water skier. The
model RV-515 is expected to ship in April at USD$599 (approximately
SGD$811).

Bose is upping its game in noise
cancellation for the car. It is taking noisecancellingtechnology for headphones called
QuietComfort and applying it to the car. This
involvesaccelerometers that mount on the
body of the car, plus in-cabin microphones.
Bose applies algorithms to the vibration
information detected by the accelerometers
andcreates a cancellation signal this is
delivered through the car’s speakers. It also
uses microphones in the car cabin to “listen”
for any additional background noise and
processes that as well.
The new technology is necessary because

electric cars (soon to be dominant on local
roads, we reckon!) are quieter. There’s no
engine noise to mask road noise from
uneven surfaces and grooves in the road, so
these noises become all the more glaring.
Typically car makers
solve this problem by adding thick
insulation to cars and by using customised
tires, butthese solutions increase the weight
of the cars and make them less fuel efficient.
Called QuietComfort Road Noise Control, the
system works even if there’s no Bose audio
system in the car. The system is expected to
be in new cars starting at the end of 2021.
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unctionality and all-rounded usability - trademarks of the Kia Cerato. Now, we
are privileged to dig deeper into a newer, more edgy model that has seen its fair
share of countless versions on local roads. This comes as no surprise, given that
this latest edition looks much sharper, refined and arguably more fun to pilot. This
sedan is considered compact, but clever engineering allows driver and occupants to
journey in comfort. This leads us to the key selling point of this ride - its practicality
is second to none, and more than sufficient for a family on a weekend grocery haul.
But for owners of the Cerato who likes to venture into different types of lifestyles,
in-car entertainment (ICE) seems like a smart way to start from. Audiophiles will
appreciate its interior space, which is cleverly packaged in compact sedan form. This
example shows us the importance of planning from scratch, in order to
yield a bespoke, well-managed ICE car setup.

New Cerato levels up with
exemplary sound quality
TEXT GERALD YUEN PHOTOS PETER LEE MODEL CLAUDIA

This all-new Kia Cerato received a complete makeover
from Foon Audio Garage - a full Quartorigo system
was used to ensure the project lives up to the owner’s
audiophile-grade expectations. This has to be a car for
music lovers! Over at the front, you will be greeted with
the highly regarded 2-din from Pioneer, the AVH-Z9150BT.
This source unit has been known for its phone connectivity,
diverse multimedia functions and user friendly controls.
This is linked to the Helix DSP PRO MK2 signal processor. Due
to numerous improvements, the new MK2 raises the bar to
a new level, not just in terms of sound quality. Besides the
extremely powerful 64 Bit Audio DSP cutting edge converters,
the incredible resolution of 32 Bit will ensure unparalleled
sound characteristics. A thoroughbred, made in Germany
product - a seal of approval from us!

Connected directly to four units of Sinfoni Quartorigo amplifiers, these highly
precise products are designed, produced and engineered in Italy, with two units
of Precision One powering the Hi & Mids with 25 Watts of Class A power. Another
two units of Heritage One power the Midbass and Sub-woofer. This brand has
been one of the top amplifiers - they have evolved to be realised by only the most
sophisticated audiophiles.
Driving the front three-way system is the 20th Anniversary Speakers edition.
Availability is limited to only 600 sets worldwide, with this privileged owner bagging
one precious set. With the 28mm chamber tweeter and 3.5 inch midrange sitting on
a customised A Pillar, they do appear just like a piece of art, with the fine engraving
on the rims of the mid-range clearly seen. On the original door panel
position sits the Midbass, where Foon Audio Garage has done a
superb job modifying the door panel to appear seamless and flushed
with the original fitments.
The Pioneer 10-inch sub-woofer (TS-Z10LS4) was used, as the trunk
space is very important for the owner’s daily use. Maintaining usable
space proved to be one of the challenges, hence the reason to
include this compact, yet powerful sub-woofer as part of the setup.
The final project can be considered extremely refined, with
stunning sound quality. A quick listen in the driver’s seat justified
the time and effort spent on this mobile media creation. The mids
and highs are spot on, with the listener pampered with perfect
tonal accuracy. This setup is also versatile - when songs lean
towards bass-heavy hits, the lows take over to deliver distortionfree, heavy-hitting boost on demand. This example showcases
the best of both worlds - an experience that must be savoured!
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This all-new Kia Cerato received a
complete makeover from Foon Audio
Garage - a full Quartorigo system was
used to ensure the project lives up to the
owner’s audiophile-grade expectations

SYSTEM DIAGRAM

AVH-Z9150BT

DSP PRO MK2

PRECISION ONE
CLASS A

PRECISION ONE
CLASS A

ALE 28
TWEETER

ALE 35
MID-RANGE

HERITAGE ONE

ALE 165
MID-WOOFER

HERITAGE ONE

TS-Z10LS4
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DOMINANT ALEXA
Scosche introduced at CES 2019 a small car charger that
brings Alexa voice operation to the car. The BTFREQ
charger plugs into the 12 volt cigarette lighter and
then serves as a small Echo-like device. It connects via
Bluetooth or an Aux-in cable to access Alexa. Users can
then ask to play music, hear the news, check weather and
more. Once paired with a smartphone, the BTFREQ also
works with Apple’s Siri and Google Voice. The Scosche
BTFREQ is also a dual-port fast charger for two devices
at once. It charges up to three times faster than a regular
charger and delivers the fastest safest charge for each
device (USB-C 18 watt/USB-A 12W/USB-C 18W with Power
Delivery), says Scosche. It also supports Apple and
Samsung Fast Charge. The device won a 2019 CES
Innovations Award!

WIRELESS QI CHARGING RADIO?
We’re always up to dive deeper into quirky products. Jensen introduced
at CES 2019 a car radio with a built-in 10 watt Qi wireless charging for
smartphones. The deck, model MPQ914, has a retractable tray to cradle
the phone while it charges. When the car is parked, the receiver can detect
whether a phone was left on the charging pad and it will stay open. It will
stop charging once the device is fully charged. Awesome!
The MPQ914 is a single DIN, mechless (CD-less) model that links with an app
to allow asmartphone to control mode, station, song, volume, and settings
without the necessity ofline-of-sight proximity. The iPlug Smart Remote app
works with Android or Apple phones via Bluetooth.
It is joined by two other new Jensen decks including a double DIN DVD/
receiver with CarPlayand Android Auto as well as SiriusXM capability. The
model CAR689 has a 6.8-inch screen,Bluetooth, three 4V RCA preamp
outputs (front/rear/sub), a backup camera input, and an RDS tuner. Could we
see this on local shores soon?

ALPINE ACE
Alpine has announced a new mechless car radio that
brackets to a small plug and play Power Pack amplifier, and
yet still has a mounting depth shallower than most double
DIN radios. The radio/amp combo packs more power into
a double DIN-sized opening than just about any radio,
according to Alpine.
The new iLX-W650 CD-less AV Receiver has a 7-inch
capacitive screen and a mounting depth of less than 2
inches deep, instead of the standard 7 inch depth. Its
companion, the KTA-450 Power Pack amplifier, has a 50
watt by 4 power rating but Alpine says it performs at 100
watts by 4, due to use of its Dynamic Peak Power
technology that sends power in spurts to keep up with
peak music demands.
The amp can work with other radios, but it is sized to
fit directly behind the iLX-W650 with a plug and play
connection. It has a one-sided terminal layout for easy
installation and comes with a bracket that connects to the
back of the iLX-W650. This allows the products to bolt
together. The two products won a CES 2019 Innovations
award in the In-Vehicle
Audio/Video category!

WIRELESS
WONDER
At CES 2019, Kenwood and JVC Mobile announced a wide range of car radios that now offer
a wireless version of CarPlay, joining initial entries from Alpine and Pioneer. But the new
Kenwood and JVC models take a different approach. To meet Apple’s certification guidelines,
Kenwood and JVC radios connect to a vehicle’s speed wire. The two companies are therefore
offering optional OBD2 dongles to achieve the speed wire connection.
“Functionally, it helps to provide a more accurate GPS location when using phone-based
navigation apps, such as Apple Maps, Google Maps or Waze. From a certification standpoint,
it’s the result of an evolving process and was a mandatory requirement at the time of
Kenwood’s certification,” said a Kenwood spokesman. Earlier radios from Alpine and Pioneer
were not required to provide a speed wire connection. Wireless CarPlay is a new convenience
where one’s phone can remain in a pocket or purse
and the car radio will automatically recognize it and launch CarPlay.
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WRIST GAME
Mercedes-Benz will offer a Mercedes-branded version of
a Garmin fitness watch that can connect to a car app to
monitor drivers’ health and stress levels. The Mercedes
version of the Garmin vivoactive 3 GPS smartwatch is part
of the car maker’s “ENERGIZING” package option that uses
infotainment and other systems to reduce driver stress.
Heart rate and stress data from the watch is sent to the app
to show real time biometric data. Then the infotainment
system can present customised recommendations.
For example, drivers will have the option to select from the
navigation system less stressful routes. In the future, the
system might also play soothing music. Seat massages
might be available, along with fragrances in the car and
suitable ambient lighting. These options are currently
being evaluated in research studies by Mercedes’ parent
Daimler AG and Garmin.
The smartwatch will also offer custom Mercedes display
screens and include indoor and outdoor sports apps, smart
notification alerts and a contactless payment solution
called Garmin Pay. The Mercedes-Benz vivoactive 3 will be
in dealerships in March (local availability to be confirmed)

RADIO COOL
LG Electronics showcased at CES 2019 an in-car infotainment system that
applies Artificial Intelligence (AI) to the radio. LG has teamed with Israeli
company Audioburst, which is applying to radio what Pandora did for
music. It is dividing radio content into small digital bits of information that
can be indexed, searched and tracked. The technology takes every second
of live audio and, in real time, links it to metadata such as keywords. Then
using AI, it ties that information to listening patterns and more, said LG. Car
occupants will get better search capability. And companies can get a better
understanding in real time of what drivers are listening to and searching for.
The technology can also be applied to podcasts and TV.

Music is a strong force.
Music can change your life,
Music can start a revolution.
Music can bring you down,
Music can make you understand.

3 Series $968 (2 way Passive)
Strong & Universal

Music can make you laugh.
Music can create a tear.
Music let’s you know.. You are alive!

5 Series $1,488 (2 way Passive)
Wide Range $598 (80mm Midrange)
Wide & Deep Room Information

7 Series $2,368 (2 way Active)
Spectrum of Musical Energy
*Prices include installation and accessories

RCA Interconnect Cable
Pin Point Precision
SQ 0.75M - $358
SQ 1.25M - $378
SQ 1.75M - $398
Speaker Cables
SQ 2.75M - $408
Silver & Copper Dual core
SQ 5M - $468
Price on Application

Z Studio Price on Application
Highest & Most Precise

Z Series $5,868 (2 way Active)
$7,868 (3 way Active)
$2,388 (10” Woofer)
One of the World’s Most Famous

(65) 9272 7878
terence@ice-net.biz | microprecision.de

All Micro Precision products are
manufactured in Germany

Have a prosperous Chinese New Year
with Yokohama and stand to win up
to $888 in cash! Simply purchase a set
of 4 Yokohama passenger tyres from
authorised dealers to be eligible for
our special angbao lucky draw.

Visit the YHI Rewards
website here!

*Terms and conditions apply. Promotion period from 1 January till 31 March 2019.
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YOKOHAMA
GEOLANDAR SUV G055

C

rossovers and SUVs big and small are selling by the truck load in Singapore
- a market which is traditionally dominated by sedans. Yokohama is no
stranger in this competitive category with the Geolandar lineup, aimed
squarely at crossovers and SUVs. With the introduction of the G055, the
Geolandar range now offers a civilized, all-season performance tyre alongside offroad hardcore tires for trucks and SUVs for jungle bashing.
The Yokohama Geolandar SUV G055 is manufactured using Yokohama’s proprietary
Orange Oil and Silica rubber compound. For those not familiar with this
technology, Orange Oil has been proven to reduce rolling resistance and increase
fuel efficiency, without sacrificing grip levels.
Despite appearances, this tyres has was built to be a quiet rolling tyre with the
symmetric tread design, zig-zag grooves and plenty of notches around the varied
pitch tread pattern. It’s also rated for you to have some fun in mud, should you ever
find yourself having to drive across something like a wet grassy field.

TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

We fitted a set of the Geolandar SUV G055 to a Volvo XC60. After the initial scrub-in
period, the immediate distinction after changing the tires was the quietness both
at city and highway cruising. The tyres are on the stiff side, with road imperfections
and bumps being noticeable, but not jarring.
This stiffness however, has a good upshot. Cornering isn’t what one expects from
a SUV but the tyres handled corners very well, with good feedback and decent
road holding capabilities in the dry are excellent. Driving responsibly and sensibly,
there are no serious quirks of these tyres, they grip okay in the wet - we could feel
a slight bit of front end twitching under heavy braking in the wet as the ABS fights
for traction.
In fairness, SUVs can’t go wrong with eco-friendly Geolandar SUV G055 tyres. It’s a
worthy note that these tyres did not impact any of Volvo’s claimed fuel economy,
and under the most careful precision right foot control, at least an additional
kilometre-ish per litre.
The Geolandar SUV G055s are good all-round tyre, with good handling and

consistent grip in the dry and only slightly damp wet performance. For the average
driver? It will serve well by delivering reasonable comfort and low noise levels
on paved paths. On a ending note: these tyres have a extremely high treadwear
resistance, you should be easily clocking at least 100,000 km’s or even more before
they wear down to the indicators.
Last but not least, we did venture off the roads for a spot of soft-roading - taking
the SUV onto a muddy field to get stuck and unstuck, and get some gravel driving
done. These tyres are tough enough to handle such unlikely situations, just like the
SUVs they’re meant for.
The Geolandar SUV G055 is available in a wide range of sizes ranging from 15 to 20
inches. For more information of Yokohama’s extensive range of tyres that cater for
different needs, please visit www.yhiautomotive.com.sg.
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Los Angeles Auto Show, the answer is an
emphatic “yes”.

The Detroit show that kicks off each year’s
motorshow season might be more famous,
but LA’s event has steadily encroached on
its eminence, and could well have grown
into the most important auto exhibition in
North America.
And with importance comes global debuts.
That, along with a slot at the tail end of the
calendar year, means that LA gives us an
early glimpse at some of the most exciting
cars headed for Singapore in 2019. These are
the standouts from the City of Angels.
An 800-volt charging system would be able to refill the
battery to 80 percent capacity in 20 minutes. There is
also wiring in place under the floor to allow cable-free
inductive charging overnight.
Interestingly, the E-Tron GT has been tagged an Audi
Sport model, which helps to bolster the idea that
driving thrills and battery power can co-exist in the
same car.
You might not quite see this in Singapore next year,
though. Audi will only start building the E-Tron GT in
2020, with deliveries set to begin in 2021. By then you’ll
be seeing the E-Tron label (or “e-tron”, to use Audi’s
convention) a lot. Next year the wraps come off an E-Tron
Sportback, basically a more slinky version of the E-Tron
Quattro. The brand wants 12 electric cars in its line-up by
2025, by which time it is optimistic that as much as 30
percent of its sales will be from electric vehicles.
Audi E-Tron GT Concept
Audi’s e-offensive is getting underway. In July the
brand launched the E-Tron quattro battery-powered
Sport Utility Vehicle (think electric Q5 or, if you like, a
direct rival to Jaguar’s I-Pace), and at LA Audi launched
this four-door grand tourer concept car.

The E-Tron GT, when it goes into production, will be
about delivering speed, style and comfort with zero
tailpipe emissions — the headline numbers are 590hp
from a pair of electric motors (one at each axle) giving
0 to 100km/h in just 3.5 seconds, with a range of
roughly 400km from a single charge.

Confidential: Although it follows on the heels of
the E-Tron SUV, it might be better to think of the GT
as Audi’s spin on the Porsche Taycan, its corporate
sibling’s own battery-powered four-door sportscar. The
two are collaborating on a Premium Platform Electric
architecture that will spawn a range of electric cars.

The first 8 Series from 1990 was only ever offered as a
coupe, but BMW did develop a convertible version. It
was just never launched. But according to Mr Frohlich it
was the i8 Roadster that told BMW that customers enjoy
open top driving.
The 8 Series Convertible enters production in March, but
don’t expect to see it in Singapore until the end of 2019,
which puts 2020 as the likely launch date for the 8 Series
Gran Coupe.
BMW will also start building the new X7 in March,
with the plush new seven-seat flagship sport utility
vehicle (SUV) due for launch in Singapore in 		
May 2019.

BMW M340i, 8 Series Convertible, X7
What’s in a 3 Series? Only the very essence of BMW. “All
of our cars contain the sporty and dynamic genes of the
3,” said Klaus Frohlich, the board member in charge of
development at BMW, at the brand’s presentation at LA.
The new 3 Series was a major highlight at
September’s Paris show — BMW says it is the world’s
single best-selling premium vehicle — but BMW
is chose LA to showcase the highest-performance
version so far, the M340i.
A straight-six, 3.0-litre turbo, which sends 376hp to the
rear wheels through an eight-speed auto, giving the
BMW the beans to hit 100km/h from standstill in what
we reckon should be around 4.5 seconds.
Is it any good? You’ll have to read our chief editor’s
review this issue to be sure.
The engine is mostly carried over from before,
so for once what’s interesting about this new M
Performance label car might be not what’s under the
bonnet, but perhaps the bonnet itself; the M340i’s
standout grille design shows that BMW intends to
get more aggressive with the styling of its highperformance variants, in a bid to make them more
distinct from the mainstream models.
The M340i is now the most powerful 3 Series ever

produced (short of an M3). BMW already has prototypes
of the next M3 running, and its launch will kick off an
aggressive model onslaught from the go-faster division.
Industry speculation says there will be 11 new M cars
and 15 M Performance cars on sale by 2021.
Three of those will be BMW M8s. Fresh off taking the
wraps off the new 8 Series coupe and letting us have a
go (see CarBuyer 275), BMW unveiled the Convertible
version at LA. The cloth roof works at up to 50km/h and
takes 15 seconds to take the car’s headroom to infinity.
For all the hype surrounding electromobility and
autonomous drive showcased at LA in the Vision iNext
concept car, the 8 Series range is a reminder that BMW
remembers its roots, and that fast luxury coupes and
convertibles are still relevant to the brand.
The coupe was first launched as a racing car, remember,
and the road version is heavy on go-faster tech such as
all wheel drive and rear-axle steering. Presumably the
Convertible is no slouch, either.
A four-door 8 Series Gran Coupe will be this model
line’s next spin-off car, as BMW keeps the product
pipeline flowing in an effort to reclaim the number one
position in global luxury sales from Mercedes-Benz.
The three versions of the 8 Series will be tuned by the
M division, said Klaus Frohlich, the board member in
charge of development at BMW.

The X7 is also generating its fair share of buzz at LA,
with a constant media stream flowing around the car. In
the flesh it doesn’t look that much more bulky than an
X5, and its large double-kidney grille (the largest in the
BMW range for now) does give it a prominent look that
should sit well with buyers who want something grand
in the driveway.
The car comes with seven seats as standard, but the
more upmarket option is to have six seats. “It’s not a bus,”
said Joerg Wunder, the project leader for the car.
Why pay more for fewer seats? Because the six-seater
X7’s 2-2-2 seating layout creates plush seating for the
middle row — think of airlines that offer 2-2-2 seating in
Business Class versus those that use a 2-3-2 layout.
Product planner Carsten Groeber told CarBuyer that the
X7 was created because there was demand for such a
car in the market, and until now BMW hasn’t filled that
demand. The car gives buyers something to think about
other than a Mercedes-Benz GLS or a Range Rover.
The decision to go ahead with the X7 has been a valid
one so far, said Mr Groeber. “The order funnel is filling
up,” he said. In the US, the X7’s main market, the car is
off to a strong start. Before its LA debut, BMW already
collected 1,500 pre-launch orders.
Confidential: Your first glimpse of the new 3 Series
will be at January’s Singapore Motor Show. A 330i is
being flown in for “preview”. That means it won’t be
approved for sale here yet, and no official pricing info
will be available.
Kia Soul
Fun-lovin’ California seems like the perfect place for
a car like the Kia Soul, with its boxy shape and quirky
styling, which might be why the Korean carmaker
chose to reveal the new, third-generation model to the
world at LA.
It has slimmer lights and more sophisticated styling
than the previous model, which you might not
remember because it never went on sale in Singapore.
Drivetrain options include a 2.0-litre engine and, for
the racy GT Line model, the chance to have 201hp of
turbo power. There is even an all-electric version with a
64kWh battery pack (range unannounced but likely in
the region of 400km) made possible by the car’s new
platform.
Confidential: Sadly, there are no plans to market the
new Soul in Singapore. Why not? It might be a question
of demographics. The Soul is aimed at young people,
who usually lack the funds for a car in Singapore.
Parents wealthy enough to render financial assistance
are more likely to lean towards the German or Japanese
mainstream, which leaves little chance for the Kia.
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head sway can be controlled using only the slightest
muscular effort. In order to make this natural action
possible in the car, we redesigned and organically linked
every component to draw out people’s innate ability to
maintain balance,” he said.
The other major breakthrough that the new Mazda 3
will usher in is the Skyactiv-X engine that combines
attributes of both petrol and diesel engines (though it
still runs on gasoline).
Mazda has said its 2.0-litre Skyactiv X engine can achieve
10 to 30 percent more torque than the current 2.0-litre
gasoline Skyactiv G, with efficiency improved by 30 to
40 percent.
Mazda only said the engine line up would “include” a
Skyactiv-X engine, so it’s not a given that you’ll be able
to buy one with the technology equipped. Mazda said
the new engine will be assisted by its M Hybrid system
to further boost efficiency.
Mazda 3
Important new cars seldom come as important as this.
Mazda unveiled the new 3 at LA, and it embodies the
brand’s aim to refine its cars’ designs in order to elevate
them above the mainstream. Our editor visited Mazda
recently for an in-depth look at this process — read his
report this issue.
As for the Mazda 3 itself, both the hatchback and sedan
versions of the new car have sleek, organic profiles
with slim, neat lamps at both ends. Mazda made the
car longer, and its program manager Kota Beppu said
engineers had to overcome “technical challenges” to
make the bonnet and boot lower.

The car is now 4,662mm long and 1,797mm wide, with a
wheelbase of 2,725mm.
The interior retains the driver-focused layout of the
current Mazda models, with a step up in quality and an
emphasis on making the dashboard look wide and neat,
as it does in the latest Mazda 6.
Expect improvements to ride comfort and handling,
particularly since the new Mazda 3 is built on the new
Skyactiv-Vehicle Architecture, the platform that will
underpin the brand’s next generation of cars.

He said in a statement that Mazda had set out to create
“the most gorgeous sedan in its class.”

One of the aims with the new platform is to make riding
in a car feel as natural as walking on your own feet,
said Beppu. “When walking or running, people make
subtle adjustments in the legs, pelvis and spine so that

Mercedes-AMG GT R Pro

faster around a single lap of the Nürburgring circuit.

Perhaps not content to let Porsche hog the sportscar
limelight with the new 911, Mercedes-AMG brought
its own fire-breathing car to LA. The high-performance
division division of Mercedes-Benz launched the GT R
Pro there.

That’s courtesy of manually-adjustable suspension, a
carbonfibre front anti-roll bar, and some aero aids such
as splitters, wings, ducts, to keep it pressed to the road at
speed, along with a carbonfibre roof to cut weight. You
can tell it apart from lesser Pro models by the highlighter
yellow graphics.

It’s an extra hardcore version of Mercedes-AMG’s already
hardcore GT R. There isn’t any extra power from the
handbuilt, twin-turbo 4.0-litre V8 engine (presumably,
577hp is plenty), but the Pro version is roughly six seconds

Mercedes-AMG has also given the GT range itself a few
mid-life updates. There are subtly restyled headlamps
(which first appeared on the GT 4-door) and new

For now, the line-up includes Skyactiv-G engines in 1.5,
2.0 and 2.5-litre capacities, of which you can expect
the smallest to appear in Singapore, paired with a sixspeed auto.
Between a new platform, new engine type and the
potential for hybrid drive, the new Mazda 3 has plenty
lurking under its shapely skin.
Confidential: Mazda took the unusual step of putting
the cars out in full view hours before the press
conference to launch them bega. Car companies
usually hope to entice as many journalists as possible
to their events by keeping their new cars hidden.
Mazda was either confident about the new 3’s ability
to draw the press, or simply couldn’t wait to show off
the car.

tailpipes. Inside, the gauges have been replaced by
a 12.3-inch digital display, and a touch-sensitive pad
replaces the rotary controller for the infotainment
system. There’s a new steering wheel with small touchsensitive pads on the main spokes, too.
The digital tweaks we really like involve changes to the
drive mode selector, which now offers Basic, Advanced,
Pro, and Master modes. The various modes alter
drivetrain, steering, suspension and stability control
settings across a spectrum of driver assistance. If you
think you drive like a Pro, you’ll be able to show it now.
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Rev would like to thank readers for their utmost support through all these years!
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THE THAI
SHOWDOWN
FINAL BOUT

TEXT PROJECT SG RACING CREW PHOTOS AAGC THAILAND ORGANISER, 柯博文 AND CHASE LIM

The final round of Asia Auto Gymkhana Competition
(AAGC) held in Bangkok, Thailand, from 21 to 23
Dec 2018, saw host country Thailand nominated
and swept the top honours in Fastest Men & Lady
Qualifying, Men & Lady Solo Challenge, Team
Knockout and Double Battle Knockout, winning 5
out of 6 Championships titles.
Base on the previous three rounds of Asia Auto
Gymkhana Competition, with the absent of Japan
driver, Mr Tetsuya Yamano and Mr Masaki Nishihara,
it was predicted that Team Indonesia would be the
strongest and potential winners to nominate the
final round, however, things turned unexpectedly
with drivers from Team Thailand and Team India
performed superbly throughout the race.
Team Malaysia, Team Singapore also shocked the
competition with their incredible performance by
advancing to quarter, semi and to the final. Being
one of the two left-hand countries, Team Taiwan
drivers, Zeng Kun Yao, Zhou Liang Chen and Lee
Jia Ying performed outstandingly and secured 5
podiums, namely Men & Lady Qualifying, Men &
Lady Solo and Team Knockout.
During Team Knockout positioning, Team Indonesia
and Thailand performed well and secured 1st and
2nd spots respectively. Team Malaysia got the
11th spot, Team Taiwan Secured 6th position while
Team Singapore grabbed 5th spot. Kicking off
the qualifying round, Team Taiwan took on Team
Philippines, Team Malaysia head on with the skillful
drivers from Team Indonesia while Team Singapore
battled with Team Nepal.
Huge stress pressured down on Team Singapore
drivers, Chase Lim and Sylvester Lim as Team Nepal
drivers have tremendous improved compared from
the previous rounds. Although Chase and Sylvester
was familiar with the previous Suzuki Swift,
however, the new enhanced Swift 2018 used for the
competition was really well-built that they have to
quickly adjust themselves to adapt to its original
factory setting.
Won Team Nepal by 1.859sec, Chase and Sylvester
managed to proceed to the Quarter Final for their
next challenge, Team Malaysia, who performed
extremely well, leading almost 3.5sec ahead of
Team Singapore. Timing was the crucial element
to determine the victory, provided that drivers
maintained zero-penalty at the end of their runs.
Observed that the ground was somehow slippery
and tires were heating up fast due to continuous
driving, Team Singapore decided to adopt grip
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driving style to put themselves in a more advantage
position which eventually their effort paid off! Team
Singapore won and proceed to Semi-Final. However, as
there was no contender in their Semi-Final grouping,
hence, Team Singapore proceed further to secure a
direct-entry to the grand Final!
Team Knockout Final, Team Singapore vs host nation,
Thailand. Team Thailand drivers, Supong and Voravudh
was the fastest team driver who each have been
constantly clocking below 50 seconds for the Team
battle layout, while Chase and Sylvester clocked 51
seconds. So, just imagine the tons of pressure that
Team Singapore was shouldering when facing the top
drivers from Team Thailand!
Executing their best skills, experiences and giving their
best ever effort at the final showdown against Team
Thailand, Team Singapore missed the Team Knockout
title by a scant 2.265 seconds. Although, it was Team
Thailand who won the championship title, it was

also a great moment to celebrate and cheer for Team
Singapore for winning 1st Runner-up for the Team
Knockout!
It’s a dream come true and precious moment when
Team Singapore, Chase & Sylvester stood at the podium
with our National Flag. Beside receiving the cheers
and trophies, both drivers also received Cash Award of
10,000 Baht.
Congratulation and Thank you guys on the victory!
Taking this opportunity, thank you to all friends
who have been assisting and supporting Chase and
Sylvester during their preparation for the AAGC. A big
thanks especially to the sponsors, ACMA Engineering
Works & Trading Pte Ltd and FK Massimo High Spec
Engine Oil, for sponsoring and giving all the support to
the drivers.
Nevertheless, once again, congratulations to Team
Singapore representatives, Chase Lim and Sylvester
Lim. Thank you!

Motor Sports
Show
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Autosport International 2019

M

cLaren F1 drivers Carlos Sainz and Lando
Norris opened the first public day of Autosport
International in what has been a spectacular day
of star-studded interviews, including the global launch
of the 2019 World Rally Championship (WRC) season.

TEXT & PHOTOS AUTOSPORT

The public were treated to the unveils of all four
new 2019 season World Rally Cars: the M-Sport Ford,
Toyota Gazoo Racing, Hyundai Shell Mobis WRT,
Citroën Total WRT. Immediately after unveiling their
cars, each driver at the show revealed their chosen
race numbers for the upcoming year. All of the 2019
WRC cars will remain at the show on Sunday before
heading of to Monte-Carlo for the first rally in two
weeks time.
Away from the rally fanfare, McLaren’s 2019 F1 drivers
Lando Norris and Carlos Sainz were on hand to
entertain the crowds on the main Autosport stage.
The main Autosport stage was abuzz with a raft of
motorsport names present at the show. Former F1
driver Karun Chandhok, WEC racer Darren Turner,
Billy Monger and a plethora of British Touring Car
Championship drivers.
Tributes to the late Henry Hope-Frost were also paid
on on the Autosport Stage. Crowds gathered to watch

as drivers and close friends regaled stories of one
of motorsports most loved presenters. A montage
of Henry’s notable moments was played before
the introduction of an all-new ‘#Fever Award’ was
announced. An award which offers the winner a one
year paid internship at Motorsport Network to cover
a racing series for one season. The inaugural recipient
was Lucy Morson.
A number of high profile cars went under the hammer
from Silverstone Auctions. A 1966 ex-works Lotus
Cortina, one of three built and raced by Jim Clark,
Graham Hill and Jacky Ickx sold for £150,000. A 1985
MG Metro 6R4, which was on display at Williams F1
factory for more than 20 years, came with only 175
miles on the clock and sold for the same amount. A
1935 Mercedes Benz Type 290 Cabriolet ‘B’ sold for
well above the asking price at £108,000, thanks to a
bidding war between phone buyer and the eventual
winner in the room.
The Live Action Arena is open to those of all ages
willing to see a range of loud, powerful machines
driven by some of the world’s most skilled drivers
putting together a spectacular show of drifting,
precision car control and nail-biting stunts.
Those arriving early to Autosport International for
the final day on Sunday will see F1 legend Johnny

Herbert, Billy Monger and Karun Chandhok open
the show and talk on the main Autosport stage
throughout the day.
Billy Monger was on hand to entertain the Live Action
Arena crowds in his F3 car. The show saw a mixture
of high-speed demonstrations and breathtaking
stunt driving from Billy, Terry Grant and a host of
competition drivers. Powerful racing and performance
cars offered fans an unrivalled variety of racing action,
all hosted by Sky F1 Lead Commentator David Croft
alongside popular social media vloggers Shmee150
and Miss Emma Walsh.
Round 4 of the Le Mans Esports Series took place at
the show. The two-hour endurance event comprised
of both racers qualifying from online and the fastest
times created across the four days at the show.
Over in the Performance and Tuning Car Show, social
media and TV star Yiannimize met expectant fans
on his Urban Automotive stand. The show, which
housed a feast of some of the most prestigious
names and car clubs, was packed with car fans
of all ages looking for road cars that are tuned to
be perfect performance machines. The all-new
Motorious.com brand, an automotive hub for car
collectors, was launched at the show with a feature
comprising of a McLaren P1 hypercar.

• Billy Monger, Karun Chandhok and Johnny Herbert open
• Crowds waiting for the show to open

• WRC pre launch

the show

• Lando Norris with his Ginetta G40 and United Autosports
• Billy Monger in the Live Action Arena paddock

• Le Mans eSports Winners

• Lucy Morson receives the #Fever Award

• McLaren Senna in the Live Action Arena

Ligier JSP217

• Silverstone Auctions

• Monster Truck in the Live Action Arena
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www.harbourvillehotel.com
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SUPER MOVER
How does an 18-month battery life sound for a smartphone?
Pretty unbelievable at first. Withings’ new range of Move
smartwatches is able to achieve this record-breaking battery
life, primarily due to the lack of a touchscreen. Despite its classic
watch design, customisation is a breeze - the dial colour, case,
and even the activity hand and wristband can be changed to
your liking. For intense workouts, the user will have to “long press”
the watch button, which will activate a timer and the GPS feature.
The Move automatically tracks more than 30 activities such as
running and biking. It is water resistant up to 50m too, and also
offers sleep tracking (Ahem, something the Apple Watch has yet
to offer!) with silent alarm and smart wake-up features. The Move
is available for pre-order at a retail price of US$70 (approximately
SGD$95). Shipping will begin on 5 February.
For more information, visit www.withings.com

RAPTOR RAGE
Razer announced its intention to take on a whole new product category at
CES 2019. Razer Raptor is the company’s first gaming monitor. A sharp 2,560
x 1,440-pixel resolution and a 144Hz refresh rate dominate headlines. An
IPS panel is used for better viewing angles and colour reproduction. It has a
peak brightness of 420 nits, and it is supported by solid hardware - a forged
aluminum base and a fabric and metal backplate. And of course, there are
Razer’s signature Chroma-powered LED strips along the monitor’s base. One
nifty feature is the inclusion of an integrated cable management system at
the back. The monitor comes with flat, Razer-green cables that support power,
HDMI, DisplayPort, USB-C, and USB-A inputs, which mean you can hook up your
peripherals to the Raptor neatly. The Raptor made its debut at CES 2019 as a
prototype design, but it is expected to hit retail channels later this year in the
US and Canada. It will be priced at USD$699 (approximately SGD$948)

INCH PERFECT
Sony is not fooling around this year at CES - the big screen experience has arrived
in our living rooms. Their Z9G series of 8K LED TVs feature 98” and 85” variants. Sony
has incorporated 8K upscaling technology in their “X-Reality Pro”. This taps into an
exclusive 8K database that provides texture and character information the TVs can
use to enhance images to close-to-true 8K quality. The Z9G series TVs also have up to
20 times the contrast of conventional LED TVs, due to Sony’s “8K X-tended Dynamic
Range Pro” technology, which precisely balances the light output across the screen.
The televisions come with exemplary acoustics to match, too. An acoustic “MultiAudio” system includes four front-facing speakers placed optimally at the top and
bottom of the TV, simulating sound from the center of the screen so visuals and audio
are aligned flawlessly.
For more information, visit www.sony.com
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SOLID SOUND
LG’s SL9YG and the SL10YB soundbars were created in
collaboration with Meridian Audio, leveraging their ”Digital
Sound Processing” performance to incorporate Meridian’s Bass
& Space technology to improve the soundstage with coherent
imaging and strong bass.
Both the SL9YG and the SL10YB also come equipped with AI
smart connectivity, and voice recognition with Google Assistant
support. The LG SL9 is only 57mm deep. It has an integrated
gyroscope sensor to automatically adjust sound directionality
for the best listening experience. Both the SL9 and the SL10 can
be paired with LG’s new “Wireless Rear Speaker Kit” for a more
cinema-like experience, as that adds two 70W wireless speakers
that can be easily wall mounted, or simply placed on a table
behind you. We’re certain that more updates such as pricing and
availability will be announced post-CES 2019!

SURFACE COOL
Microsoft’s Surface Studio 2 is an all-in-one desktop system for creative
professionals. Yes, it is now available in Singapore. It is largely identical to its
predecessor, But beneath the hood, it is now upsized with Intel’s 7th generation
processors. The quad-core Core i7-7820HQ can be specced with RAM starting
from 16GB. The display has also been improved - 28-inches of display with a
resolution of 4500 x 3000 pixels should give you plenty of real estate. Prices start
at SGD$5,548 for the model with 16GB and a 1TB SSD. If you want to go all out,
the top-of-the-line, gung-ho configuration with 32GB of RAM and a whopping
2TB SSD will set you back SGD$7,618.

CREATIVE PUSH
Creative pushes on before CES 2019 with its SXFI Air - a wireless headphone.
Customisable RGB lights on the ear cups can be adjusted via a desktop app. You will
be able to get the full SXFI experience no matter what mode you listen through. The
SXFI Air also acts as a standalone music player. It is able to play audio in formats like
MP3, WMA, WAV, and FLAC straight from a microSD card.
Mesh fabric earcups with breathable memory foam pads that conform to your head
claim to improve wearing experience over time. The touch ear cups also give you a
convenient way to switch tracks and adjust volume. The SXFI Air is available for preorder at SGD$219 on Creative’s website.
For more information, visit https://sg.creative.com

alcoholiday
@ALCOHOLIDAY

SHOE CLEANSER
JASON MARKK
BANDTEES
FLORAL SHIRTS
NIRVANA
THRASHER
KAPPA

@ALCOHOLIDAYSTORE

Life is short,
make every
outfit count

+
8 Grange Road, Cineleisure #02-01 S(239695)
+

200 Victoria Street, Bugis Junction #03-10D S(188021)
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SNAP SHOTS
LEICA’S LATEST RELEASE MAKES EVERY MOMENT SNAPSHOT-WORTHY
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CUTTING EDGE

STORY: VANESSA SIMON / PHOTOS: LEICA

With a strikingly similar resemblance to all other members of the Leica family, the Leica D-Lux 7 has now arrived
with a newly-developed 17MP Four-Thirds sensor and a stabilised wide-aperture lens.
Based around this combination, the camera also maintains the same Multi Aspect ratio option as seen previously.
This feature allows for images to be captured at 17MP regardless of the choice of aspect ratio selected. With the
Leica D-Lux 7, 4K video is also onboard, with the option to extract stills from footage at a resolution of 8MP.
Flip the camera over, and these features are partnered with a 3.0-inch display that is touch-sensitive, allowing the
user to set the focusing point and browse through images without having to use the physical controls.
[For more information, visit sg.leica-camera.com]

STORY: VANESSA SIMON / PHOTOS: BANG & OLUFSEN

THE BEOPLAY A9 COULD
JUST BE WHAT YOUR
LIVING ROOM NEEDS TO
RING IN THE NEW YEAR
As a testimony to the many possibilities Bang
& Olufsen has in store, the BeoPlay A9 – a
member of the Bronze collection – deserves
some attention in the home entertainment
space.
Its unique design blends in with the most
complex abstract interiors effortlessly, and can
pass-off as a piece of modern art until it emits
its crystal clear sound. Perched atop aesthetic
wooden legs, the large disc-like component
features three preset sound modes, optical
and phono ports that comes in handy when
there is a need to connect and sync with your
home theatre system.
Powered by a 160W amp that will make you
feel the boom of the bass all around you,
distortion-free, such that, you would feel the
kick of the bass drum right beside you.
[For more information, visit bang-olufsen.com]
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NEW BEGINNINGS
EVERY PIECE OF THE FOOD PUZZLE YOU NEED TO KNOW TO REFUEL AFTER
YOUR HOLIDAY CELEBRATIONS
STORY: VANESSA SIMON / PHOTOS: NIKKI TO (ALIBI), LAWRENCE FURZEY (SOLANDER), CHRIS CHEN (DON’T TELL AUNTY)

We’ve witnessed the lights and sights of the festive feasting season (we saw too many stars after all that eating!) and
decide to kickstart the New Year with a perennial favourite destination of many Singaporeans – Sydney. Folks in
Australia are known for their dedication – and sometimes obsession – to creating a dynamic food scene. Here are
three spots you might want to visit on your next trip.

ALIBI BAR
Vegan cheese and kelp noodles. These are two of the many options
available on the menu of Alibi Bar – yes, it’s all about jumping onto
an animal-free bandwagon with this one. Californian Chef Matthew
Kenney, who is vegan himself, has devised an eclectic menu that will
hit all the right spots on your tastebuds.
The classic Cacio e Pepe, a dish that typically comes with spaghetti, is
presented with kelp noodles coated in a creamy peppery almond
sauce. Down to the very last component of each dish, even the
‘cream’ is one of many Kenney’s in-house creations
www.alibibar.com.au

SOLANDER DINING & BAR
While we’re on a green goose chase, here’s another dining spot
that deserves a mention. Housed in a lush, leafy escape away from
the busy business district, the cocktail creations at Solander Dining
& Bar incorporate unusual additions like rose water, violet syrup
and even activated charcoal.
Solander Dining & Bar has collaborated with renowned distillery,
Archie Rose to create a winning menu – Summer Of Gin. As the
name suggests, all items including snack bites are infused with gin
and native botanical rubs, paired with cocktails that includes
Archie Rose gin, to complement the flavours. If this doesn’t whet
your appetite, digging in to Solander’s succulent Wagyu beef
cheeks should do the trick.
www.solanderdiningandbar.com.au

DONT TELL AUNTY
Throwing in a little Asian delight to the mix, acclaimed Chef Jessi
Singh opens doors in Surry Hills to his ‘unauthentic’ Indian’ restaurant,
Don’t Tell Aunty. Chef Singh injects a twist with touches of American
and Aussie influence peppered in his slew of curries and Indianinspired recipes.
Richly inspired by the legendary idea of “Indian Aunties”, Chef Singh
pays tribute to the essence of each dish and its authentic flavours, but
the food doesn’t stick to its rules. A stand-out item is Yoghurt Kebab,
which features a spiced yoghurt croquette in a vibrant beetroot ginger
sauce – you certainly can’t get any more multicultural than that.
donttellaunty.com.au

BEHIND THE WHEEL
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OFF WITH ZEE TOP

BMW Z4 M40i
ENGINE
POWER
TORQUE
TRANSMISSION
0-100km/h
Top Speed
Fuel Consumption
VES Band
Price
Availability

THIRD GENERATION BMW Z4 MARKS A REFRESHING RETURN TO ITS
ROOTS THAT’S HARD TO TOP

TEXT DAVID KHOO PHOTOS BMW

C

all us old-fashioned, but we think compact,
nippy two-seater roadsters should always
have soft-tops rather than hard ones.
Some brands side-step this by offering
both a soft-top, as well as a retractable hard-top version
of the same car – the Mazda MX-5 is one such example,
and it’s unsurprisingly excellent in both normal softy
and hard-top RF forms.
However, if I had a roadster, you can be sure I’d
want every drive in it to be an ‘event’, not humdrum
commutes from home to office and back again, nor a
do-everything, Swiss Army Knife sort of car.
And I’d always have the roof-down too – it needn’t
be the fastest or boast the most impressive specs, but
it has to be light, agile and fun. The ‘sensible’ aspect of
having a hard-top on a compact roadster sucks a lot of
the fun out of it for us – on the other hand, a soft-top
adds to a roadster’s elegant silhouette, weighs less
and doesn’t have a Kardashian’s derrière to conceal the
hard-top hardware.
We’re glad then, that BMW has returned to its
soft-top roots with the third-generation Z4 (and
sixth-generation Z roadster that includes Z1, Z3, and
Z8). A soft-top speaks volumes of freedom and a life
unfettered by adult responsibilities. Such a pure driving
tool for intense pleasure makes no concessions for
anyone other than your immediate companion, and
sometimes, adult life needs to take a back-seat to fastroad frivolity.
In its last incarnation, the top-shelf version of the
retractable hard-top Z4 was the sDrive35is model,

which was the only derivative in the range to come
with a 7spd dual-clutch. Unlike the first generation
Z4 that preceded it, no full-fat M model was available,
with the less-than-stellar 35is intended to bridge the
performance gap to a M model.
The 35is delivered explosive performance and was a
great companion if you were always in maximum attack
mode, but wore its dual caps rather uncomfortably.
Moreover, sometimes you just wanted to slow down
and smell the flowers, which is why we’re more
enamoured of the progressive and balanced handling
of this latest Z4 M40i.
It’s longer, wider and taller than the outgoing Z4, but
boasts a shorter wheelbase and wider front/rear tracks.
The inline-six cylinder is mated to the excellent eightspeed automatic, which we feel is a great all-rounder
for fast-road cars, as opposed to the semi-automated
manual or dual-clutch, which sees better service in
track-bred road-legal sportscars.
A hot-blooded M model hasn’t been confirmed –
neither is a Coupe version of the Z4, although this
powertrain and platform also underpins Toyota’s highlyanticipated cult coupe, the Supra, which is in-bound to
Singapore by mid-2019.
Like its forebears, the low-slung Z4 features
traditional design elements of classic roadsters, but
the familiar BMW cues have been re-interpreted with
a modern twist – the kidney grille, for instance now
features a three-dimensional motif stacked in a vertical
configuration, instead of the usual vertical bars.
On the M40i model, the kidney-grille is further

framed by Cerium Grey surrounds. There’s also quite a
bit of tech in the car, with the latest BMW Life Cockpit
Professional, the brand’s latest digital cabin interface,
which features a pair of luscious 10.25-inch displays:
one serves centre console duty and the other sits under
the instrument cowl.
Like all focused roadsters, the cabin is fuss-free and
only has the essentials, such as driving modes, stability
control and a little bit for comfort. There aren’t any
frills and frippery to distract one from driving. The roof
opens/closes in 10 seconds, and can be operated even
if the Z4 is on the move at speeds of up to 50km/h,
which proved a boon as we experienced alternating
patches of sun and rain over the course of our windy,
and winding, drive through the gorgeous Serra da
Arrábida national park in Portugal.
There is the group of petrolheads that disses
anything non-manual, but we don’t swing that way
when an auto or dual-clutch works as well. The M40i
explodes to life from just 1600rpm, as its full 500Nm
comes on song.
The engine and gearbox excel in the low- to midrange, and that’s just the sort of powerband you need
for winding roads, as you slingshot out of corners onto
the straights before braking for the next set of corners
– you’ll find that there’s plenty of shove from the
3.0-litre to keep car and driver constantly on-the-boil.
There’s plenty of feel in the corners, so you quickly
learn to appreciate the car’s limits; it’s surprisingly rigid
for a soft-top, yet has a deft, lightness of being that
characterises all fun cars… but only if you’re from the

school of thought that places more
emphasis on the ‘feels’ over straightline stomp-and-go performance – folks
who don’t really enjoy driving like to
talk about the latter.
The M40i succeeds as an all-rounder
(with a chassis that is well-fettled to
cope with a fire-breathing M version,
should that ever come), yet delivers
enough tail-wagging thrills for those
who dare to let its inner beast loose.
The car’s shenanigans and levels of grip
are constantly being transmitted to the
driver, so it’s easy to gather everything
together, almost as quickly as you’ll be
able to get the rear to break traction.
Engineers of such cars have the
unenviable task of balancing chassis
grip with a whiff of playfulness,
because the objective isn’t to create an
edgy machine that is too dicey to drive
fast on public roads - and the previous
Z4 was a bit too much like that to be
the Z car BMW fans really wanted.
But the new Z4 is all that, and
perhaps a little bit more. Soft where
it should be, muscular where it needs
to be, and wrapped in an aesthetically
pleasing package, it’s the sort of Z
car enthusiasts will pay for, and be
rewarded by.

2,998cc, inline 6, turbocharged
335hp at 5000-6500rpm
500Nm at 1600-4500rpm
8-speed automatic
4.6 seconds
250km/h
7.4 L/100km
TBC / 168g/km
Est. S$300k (w/o options or COE)
2019 ( Performance Munich
Automobiles)
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DRIVING RANGE

TEXT JONATHAN LIM
PHOTOS VOLKSWAGEN SINGAPORE, JONATHAN LIM

I

GOLF HIGHLINE

Hear the words “VW” and “Golf” together and this is
almost certainly what comes to mind first, a solidlybuilt, cleanly-styled family hatchback that looks and
feels a lot posher than the company’s populist origins
would suggest.
In fact, in the range-topping Highline trim we have
here, things are almost downright luxurious., with many
big-car features that are a surprise in the Cat A segment.
In particular, the 12.3-inch digital instrument cluster
(shared with the Variant), 9.2-inch touchscreen with
smartphone connectivity and panoramic sunroof are
impressive, although other niceties like cruise control,
dual-zone aircon and blind spot monitoring with rear
cross-traffic alert were certainly useful on the trip too.

With a slight stretch of the imagination, you could think of
the business of car sales as an ongoing war, where carmakers
battle each other in their quest for that all-important resource:
customer sales. And just like in an actual war, success or
failure depends very much on tactics and strategy.
In Singapore, the most hotly-contested battlefield is that for
small-to-medium Certificate of Entitlement (COE) Category A cars,
known to all as the ‘mainstream’ category (the Land Transport
Authority’s somewhat misguided terminology mind you, not ours,
even if you can find BMWs and Audis in this category).

GOLF VARIANT

II

Here, Volkswagen’s tactic is to strike hard and repeatedly in
the same spot. What I mean is, VW’s weapon for this particular
battle serves as a triple whammy to rival brands.
I’m referring of course, to the Golf, VW’s Cat A (and also
worldwide) bestseller. Except this time, it’s become a family
instead of just a single model - available not just as a
traditional hatchback, but also as a wagon (the Variant) and
small Multi-Purpose Vehicle (MPV, the Sportsvan).
So three distinct bodystyles for three distinct usage patterns.
But exactly how worried should the competition be?
To find out, we joined Volkswagen Group Singapore for a road
trip up and down Malaysia, with all three Golfs as travelling
companions. We figured, what better way than hundreds of
kilometres of hard driving to really get under their skins and
evaluate what they’re like to live with outside of the city...
And so it was that we found ourselves gathered at Volkswagen
Centre Singapore on a sodden Tuesday morning, with our
passports prepped and the sat-navs pointed North. But before
we get into that, let’s meet all the members of the Golf family:

GOLF SPORTSVAN
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VOLKSWAGEN WANTS TO GO ON A RAMPAGE,
TO CONQUER EVERY CORNER OF THE CAT
A MARKET. ITS CHOSEN WEAPON? WHY, ITS
TRUSTY RANGE OF GOLF ‘CLUBS’ OF COURSE...

For reasons unfathomable to us, here in Asia wagons seem
to have a bad rap - or at the very least, simply haven’t been
embraced by the car buying public like sedans and hatches
have. Yet having increased functionality in any form is A-Okay
in our book, especially when the final result looks this good.
In fact to our eyes, the Variant was probably the most
handsome Golf on the trip. That’s primarily due to the
sporty-looking R-Line bodykit and grey 18-inch wheels, but
the elongated silhouette of many wagons does give them
a greater air of elegance and purpose than their hatchback
counterparts anyway. A purpose that is clearly evident the
moment you open the boot - the Variant adds just over
30cm of real estate to the rear of the Golf, allowing for up to
605 or 1,620-litres of boot space, yet avoids a bustle-backed
look thanks to an 11mm reduction in height compared to
the hatch.

III

While the Golf Highline might give off an
air of sensible, day-to-day normalcy, and the
Variant might hint at an adventurous lifestyle, for
the Sportsvan (SV), it’s firmly about family first.
That’s because the SV is a mini-MPV, and as such
has been optimised for domestic life. The flexibility of
the Volkswagen MQB platform has allowed for a 50mmlonger wheelbase compared to the regular Golf, as well
as a 121mm taller roofline, which means masses of space
all around. A taller seating position is great not just for the
driver (better visibility), but also the elderly (easier ingress/
egress), as well as kids (hopefully less “are we there yet?”
kind of questions). Finally, a plethora of touches around
the cabin simply make daily life easier - massive door
pockets, sliding rear seats, flip-up tray tables for rear
passengers, and a storage cubby atop the dashboard.
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The itinerary for this trip was a doozy: a fast blast up to the
little-visited (by Singaporeans anyway) east coast state of
Terengganu, followed by a mad dash down to Malacca, then a
relaxed cruise back to Singapore; a 1,200km round trip in 2½
days.
As far as road trips go, this wasn’t one for the faint of heart.
Unlike the majority of ventures Up North, our destinations
for this trip meant that the fastest routes tended to be along
the old Federal Highway routes - mostly two-lane single
carriageways - instead of the more familiar North-South
Highway; not to mention longer stints behind the wheel.
As you’d expect for a company that’s used to making
Autobahn-capable cars, each of the Golfs made for excellent
road trip companions. Under the skin, all three cars share the
same hardware, the MQB platform, a 1.4-litre turbocharged
inline-four engine with 125hp and 200Nm of torque mated to
the familiar seven-speed twin-clutch gearbox. The upshot of
this is that they all feel near-identical to drive.
Despite the unremarkable power figure, the 1.4’s turbocharged
nature means it’s a damn sight punchier than the powerplants
in many Cat A rivals, especially the naturally-aspirated units
from the Korean and Japanese brands; even the slowest car of
this group, the SV, will do 0-100km/h in under ten seconds.
More useful than sprinting ability though, is the broad spread
of torque available: all 200Nm is available from as low down as
1400rpm, which means you don’t need to wring the engine to
redline every time you need to get an overtake done - which,
on this trip, was a frequent occurrence.
But perhaps most impressive is the long-legged cruising ability
afforded by the gearbox. In top gear at 110km/h, the engine is
sitting quite comfortably at just 2,000rpm. Of course, being a
large group of motoring journalists driving at “make-up-time”
pace, most of our time was spent going much faster than that,
but even so the cars managed an average fuel consumption of
just 7.7 to 9.0L/100km.
It goes without saying that high-speed stability was also
rock-solid in all three cars - with perhaps only the slab-sided

SV getting buffeted around a bit more in crosswinds - but
nevertheless there was no evidence of the nose wandering
about or the steering going light near their top speeds.
All cars had sports suspension fitted, and while around town
in Malacca they did transmit many of the bumps in the road
up into the cabin, on this trip at least the trade off was well
worth it, maintaining a fantastic level of body control at speed,
especially on the gnarled-up Federal Routes. Where a car on
standard suspension (or indeed, from a different brand) may
have continuously been thumping into its bump stops, the
Golfs here soaked everything up admirably.
But it’s not just dynamic behaviour that makes the Golfs such
brilliant road trip vehicles; the multitude of features and
interior touches are what takes things from good to great.
Cruise control, for example, takes the pain out of monotonous
highway driving; there’s plenty of easy-reach storage for
large water bottles, toll cards, tissues and sweets; panoramic
sunroofs brighten the cabin up through even the gloomiest
weather, and the 9.2-inch Discover Pro infotainment system
made navigation easy, in addition to belting out our tunes
with great clarity - blasting “Highway to the Danger Zone”
while on a fast drive has never felt more appropriate.
While we enjoyed our time with the various Golfs when we
drove them for their local CarBuyer reviews, experiencing
them in more extreme scenarios has only given us a deeper
appreciation of their myriad abilities.
If there is a drawback, it’s the fact that yes, you are paying
a little more for a German car, but even that sort of talk has
diminished with the appearance of sister brand Skoda. You
surely would get a Japanese or Korean car for less, but the
10-15 percent difference is likely noticeable to normal folk in
design, connectivity and high-speed drivability.
What’s abundantly clear from this trip is that no matter how
your Golf is shaped, it’ll have the chops to put a smile on your
face, whether from the driving experience or simply how
convenient life with it is. With a Golf it seems, experiences like
these are pretty much par for the course.
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CHERISE LAI

Talent and beauty reign supreme and Cherise has all it
takes to proudly represent Singapo
re at the event. Stunning
good looks, voracious appetite for
adventure and a wealth of
experience to back her, she adventur
ously travels the world in
search for new frontiers to conquer!

Scan here for more
Lona content!
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